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Abstract:
There is no doubt that science should be the base of true medical practices. On the other hand
it was proved that Alternative medicine exists where classical medicine was un able to cure.
There are real situations of psychological disorders of people with massive suffering and where
current medicine was not able to help. But the unknown can be chaotic rituals or it could be a
true healing process.
A serious destructive epidemic, the world stands in front of it bewildered, it kills secretly
and transform the lives of people to Hell, no seen the size of its gravity and doesn't get welldeserved attention by scientists, doctors and experts while distracted the world's attention to the
seriousness of the disease. At the same time world is paying high attention, spending huge
amounts of money at other serious diseases, such as drugs, raping, net …. etc, though, our disease
" the subject of the research " isn't less dangerous than them. Because, the door is wide open for
sorceries and witchcrafts who spread like a wildfire in the society, with a nonstop number of
victims.
There is no doubt that this disease affects both, young and elderly, pupils or students, rich or
poor as the same. Then, confusion increases, doctors and scientists stands between supporters and
contrary to the truth of this epidemic that is magic " black magic". Here, I don’t speak about
magic that shows tricks lightness and entertaining games and agility, this kind metaphorically is
called or known as magic. Here, I am talking about is a major fact that appears and embodied in
many ways and sides, such as the personality of a sorcery who is a worshiper for demons or
devils, then having the ability of controlling them then obeying his commands.
These devils have the ability of entering the mans body " the targeted person", through his
image, imprint, his well known smell through his clothes that have already been used, or by a
drunk or eaten material that given to him too, to be relevant ,Indicative sign for the devil who
entrusted to control the body to be determined, and enters to start the long suffering trip of the
victim, where he causes the desired changes on the target's body and mind.
When a devil enters a person's body, he settles in and concentrated in the brain area, he
controls the brain where a person turns into a robot in his hands. He controls uttered, feelings and
actions, then causes him pain which disrupt skills, tasks and mony other things, the victim could
be performed or able to do before the effect of magic and subdued in certain skills and hampered
others, to introduce crazy person who flops in his behavior or involves himself. And possibly
hurting himself or others. We hear about the suicide of people, but the reason is still disappear
under the mentally illness and crazy title. !!!
This poor victim did not even undergo at least for the diagnosis treatment to be sure of what
he is suffering from. He was not mentally ill or psychologically does not suffer from epilepsy
patients, but is just located under magic. So, Between disregarding of the community to that
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person, and the misdiagnosis of doctors, this case is described as epilepsy.Then follows the period
of swallowing deadly drugs that unrelated to treatment.

Then comes the lack of interest of psychiatrists who don't admit or acknowledge that a patient
between their hands, his problem is not psychological or healthy, and should be referred for
spiritual treatment.

As a result, and in the case of the inability of diagnosing, classification and confusion of
treatment, some of these victims resort and move toward sorcerers and magicians who are mostly
from public. They are not worthy of this task, they don't have any knowledge, experience and
credibility about this subject . they claim and representative treatment, while truth is the opposite,
Their only aim is using people by taking their money . here the victim falls under capricious
deadly treatments, then suffers from financial blackmail, her situation becomes worse through
using Strange rituals used from all sides, or may be lead to death.

At the time where a victim loses her or his health, money and even life, sorcerers and
witchcrafts delight of what they do "using and exploiting victims and their relatives too", then
living free with no worries, no body knows about him and about his sorceries unless if he were
discovered by accidently. Then he will face the law and death penalty is the end as are the cases
in Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, through a special committee called " The Committee for the
Promotion of Virtue and Prevention of Vice", who follows, looks for and prosecutes sorcerers,
magicians and witchcrafts.

When a devil inters a human's body, he settles in, and stays at his brain in order to control
him. He Becomes infected, commandeered and behaved by the devil itself. He controls his
feelings, his movements and speech, causes him pain and harm, he disrupts functions and skills in
the brain, makes him acting like a madman who has lost his mind.

There is no doubt that black magic is one of the reasons and motives of suicide, Magic is a
hidden killing tool in the community. Magic is a form of hideous injustice, it's undetected disease
you might infected by without recognizing that, until the appearance of it's symptoms. It's also a
serious illness must be brought to the attention of scientists researchers, Social and scientific
institutions, to lift the injustice and the suffering of the people and their right to live.

To all of those, who are struggling for human rights, freedom, equality and justice, where are
you from this dreaded epidemic that requires study and research, to expose and prosecute those
sorcerers as in Saudi Arabia. In addition, we need to educate the misguided people who intrude
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by magicians and charlatans. Then punishing them in order to curb their evil and reduce their
crimes and save people from them.
A magician or a sorcerer, is not an ordinary person, but a one who has passed the stage of the
impartiality of all religions, values, ethics, conscience, senses and feelings. Where he had divested
himself of morality entirely, he is remorseless, merciless, nor belongs only to the devil inside him
whom he can't object or resist, otherwise he would be killed too.

Some of the victims of this epidemic disease are science students, who obtained corrupted by
it badly. They fall in its sheets, destroys their future and dreams, then frustrates their ambitions,
and become unable to continue studying after they were high achievers, perceptive and special.
Then we find at hospitals and mental hospitals after they were at the top of their Success and
excellence, what worse, it might lead them to suicide.
Those who take a negative side and neglect the effect of this kind of magic, juggling, sorcery
and witchery, seems like running away from reality instead of facing it, then neglecting this
phenomenon instead of studying it, then they become an obstacle and a barrier that impedes
lifting injustice and suffering of these victims and poor people.
They are so far from reality and what is going around, they even have not tried to search and
look for facts, using scientific methods and evidences for supporting their point of view, instead,
they were satisfied by being opponents with weak evidences, based on personal tendencies as a
kind of Almighty to gain fame or ego defense.
But, when they try this pain and suffering through wounding one of their dear relatives, son,
daughter or a wife, no doubt that they run after a treatment, have forgotten what they had denied
before, and stopped against it. They change by day and night, hoping fast healing, cure and
recovery for this precious person. They live the situation in reality, see by their eyes, hear by their
ears, how this successful brilliant person has turned to unknown one, moved among all hospitals
they know and doctors they trust, tried all medicines had been given, diagnosed as an epilepsy
patient once, or mentally in another, then crazy at the end.

They are sure that their dear relative had passed all the required examinations, lab, CT, and
others. Then, show the results that he is physically doesn't complain from anything, and
diagnosed as healthy. He released from hospital Unanimously from all the doctors and experts
there, that his case needs a spiritual treatment, because he is suffering from bad effects caused by
magic, and they admit that clearly.
According to that result, the patient moves towards the spiritual treatment, which is not late to
start, to feel healthy again, and finishes his long years with suffering, losing time and money
because of misunderstanding or incorrect diagnosing.
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General Sight for Sorcery Fighting in Saudi Arabia:
Witchcraft or sorcery remains a criminal offense in Saudi Arabia, although the precise nature of
the crime is undefined.
-

The frequency of prosecutions for this in the country as whole is unknown. However, in
November 2009, it was reported that 118 persons had been arrested in the province of
Makkah that year for practising magic and “using the Book of Allah in a derogatory
manner”, 74% of them being female.[43] According to Human Rights Watch in 2009,
prosecutions for witchcraft and sorcery are proliferating and "Saudi courts are sanctioning a
literal witch hunt by the religious police.

-

In 2006, an illiterate Saudi woman, Fawza Falih, was convicted of practising witchcraft,
including casting an impotence spell, and sentenced to death by beheading, after allegedly
being beaten and forced to fingerprint a false confession that had not been read to
her.[45] After an appeal court had cast doubt on the validity of the death sentence because
the confession had been retracted, the lower court reaffirmed the same sentence on a
different basis.

-

In 2007, Mustafa Ibrahim, an Egyptian national, was executed, having been convicted of
using sorcery in an attempt to separate a married couple, as well as of adultery and of
desecrating the Quran.

-

Also in 2007, Abdul Hamid Bin Hussain Bin Moustafa al-Fakki, a Sudanese national, was
sentenced to death after being convicted of producing a spell that would lead to the
reconciliation of a divorced couple.

-

In 2009, Ali Sibat, a Lebanese television presenter who had been arrested whilst on a
pilgrimage in Saudi Arabia, was sentenced to death for witchcraft arising out of his fortunetelling on an Arab satellite channel. His appeal was accepted by one court, but a second in
Medina upheld his death sentence again in March 2010, stating that he deserved it as he had
publicly practised sorcery in front of millions of viewers for several years. In November
2010, the Supreme Court refused to ratify the death sentence, stating that there was
insufficient evidence that his actions had harmed others.

-

On 12 December 2011, Amina bint Abdulhalim Nassar was beheaded in Al Jawf
Province after being convicted of practicing witchcraft and sorcery. Another very similar
situation occurred to Muree bin Ali bin Issa al-Asiri and he was beheaded on 19 June 2012
in the Najran Province.
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Real Cases of Sorcery in Palestine :
-

Gaza city – Suad, 22 years old, still suffers from mental problems and chronic depression after
being raped at the hands of a witch doctor. Her husband had turned to him in hopes of
banishing the “spirits” living in his wife. In the months after their wedding, he says, the
“spirits” had turned their married life upside down.
Lack of communication and cultural differences between Suad, raised in Britain, and her
cousin, to whom she was engaged following her return to Gaza a year earlier, worsened their
marital problems.
“After several marital problems, my husband decided to take me to the witch doctor in Khan
Yunis, despite my objection,” says Suad. “During the third session, the witch doctor, known as
Abu Amin, refused to let my husband accompany me into the room. He forced me to lie on an
iron bed. He sprinkled my face and body with water that smelled like herbs. “He began to
caress my body and recite strange chants. A short while later he attacked and raped me. I
screamed, but to no avail. My husband did not save me. Neither did any of the women who
were waiting their turn at the clinic.”

Suad, brown-skinned with honey-colored eyes, grew red in the face. Her body shook suddenly
and her teeth chattered. But she insisted on continuing with her story. "The witch doctor wore a
short jalabiyya. His clinic was filled with the smell of incense and herbs, said Suad, as she
continued to describe the details of her rape."
Her husband refused to believe her. The witch doctor had convinced him that the “spirit” had
“complete power over her.”
After paying the sheikh $900, her husband decided to divorce her. Suad turned to a
psychological counselor at a UNRWA medical clinic. Her mother-in-law threatened to destroy
her reputation if she made her story public.

Suad’s story was the beginning of a trail into the world of the witch doctors, where people are
deeply reluctant to speak out against them, fearing the scorn of their conservative society. As a
result no adequate legal actions are taken to curb the practices of the men known by the people
as “the Sheikhs.”
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-

Alia never finished high school. She married three times and divorced each time without ever
having a child. She said one of her husbands wanted her to come back and caused problems.
She wanted to end it. With the consent of her parents, she decided to visit a witch doctor. The
witch doctor convinced her that anybody who drank the potion “would be rid of their husbands.
As soon as she consumed the potion, her husband would be gone,” her father recalls. The witch
doctor prescribed for her a remedy to “expel the spirits” that consisted of two liters of boiled oil
mixed with herbs. Five hours after taking the “therapeutic solution” her dead body was brought
to the hospital.
Mohammad Fathi Al-Afifi, an internal medicine doctor, confirmed that Alia drank “enough of
the unnatural boiled-oil mixture to kill her, especially since the human body is not capable of
naturally digesting so much fat.”
Al-Afifi expressed his doubts about the witch doctor’s prescription for Alia: “The prescribed
herbs exceeded the proper dosage, given what we know about the type and way of using the
herbs, and the natural remedies and treatments that can be derived from them. Careful studies
have shown the precise amounts to be taken, what type and what interactions may be. Some
herbs are particularly dangerous for people with high blood pressure, diabetes, or heart disease
because it negatively impacts their health.”
A Suicide cases Support Stories about Evil Spirits
- RAMALLAH, "Jerusalem" dot-com-Muhannad Aladm- expressed Citizens from Aqbat Jaber
refugee camp Jericho believed that Ginn has the "responsibility" of a suicide of a boy from the
children of the camp, which is the same thing, which says its two families from Hebron also
they believe that Ginn is the "responsible" of a death of two young sons from two families this
year. Where Uday's family (17 years), who tried to commit suicide three times, believes that he
was "driven by the orders of the gin-control", then he was taken to one of the elders of the jinn
extraction, to extract the Ginn out of his body, because, "the jinn settles in his body and
controls his behavior ".
-
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At the same camp (Aqbat Jabr) also, the boy Ahmed Mimi was hanged himself early last
September, and his father believes that "Gin was behind the killing of his son." The father of
Mimi in an interview for "Jerusalem" dot-com, that his son was "not suffering from anything,
and suddenly began to suffer from seizures," explaining that he was introduced to more than
one doctor and held him many of the tests "did not show anything, the thing that made him
choose "therapy Koran, to expel the jinn from the body of his son" after being assured that a
jinn had dominated him, as a result of "black magic made by one of witchcrafts and sorcerers."
The boy was found hung in an abandoned house…!!
- A few months ago a young boy "Karim Ismail Altaraireh (19 years) from the town of Bani
Naim in Hebron Jerusalem had been beaten strongly till death by those who called themselves
as Spiritual Treaters, they tried to "take out the jinn of his body," as his family said.
- Another young man had died during this year from the same region in mysterious
circumstances after suffering from cramps suddenly, where his family believes that a jinn
strangled him and caused his death.
Fighting Witchcrafts & sorceries in Palestine
- BETHLEHEM (Ma'an) -- Palestinian Authority police on Monday detained five people in
Bethlehem accused of practicing witchcraft and sorcery.
The men were detained in Aida refugee camp after police raided a property following a
complaint by a camp resident and his wife, who said the men were taking money from people
in exchange for performing magic rituals. Police said that one of the men arrested admitted to
practicing witchcraft and claimed to be able to solve marital problems and cure medical
diseases. They are likely to be charged with fraud. Police called on residents to watch out for
such people.
- Hamas leaders are committed to a systematic "witch hunt" and 150 women were arrested in
2010 in Gaza for having made recourse to witchcraft of some sort. During a symposium held in
recent days in Gaza, it was stated that in the eyes of Hamas, the activities of these women
represent a real social danger, also because they risk "breaking up families," causing divorce
and frittering away of money.
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Video References:
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kf6lVgW6RkA
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DwFPLhyvAlA&spfreload=5
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rbk34XYXGXY&nohtml5=False
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FsBQwBqKJXk&nohtml5=False
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=szMpZQL9HZo&nohtml5=False
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-6J8me0RjYY&nohtml5=False
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